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1. INTRODUCTION
Let k be an algebraic number field with Cl2(k), the Sylow 2-subgroup of
its ideal class group, Cl(k). Denote by k1 the Hilbert 2-class field of k (in
the wide sense). Also let kn (for n a nonnegative integer) be defined
inductively as k0=k and kn+1=(kn)1. Then
k0k1k2 } } } kn } } }
is called the 2-class field tower of k. (Other types of class field towers have
been studied, also.) If n is the minimal integer such that kn=kn+1, then n
is called the length of the tower. If no such n exists, then the tower is said
to be of infinite length. One outstanding problem in non-Abelian class field
theory is to determine if a given field has finite or infinite class field tower.
By class field theory, Gal(k1k)&Cl2(k); moreover, if G=Gal(knk),
then G( j+1)=Gal(knk j) and GG( j+1) &Gal(k jk) where G ( j) denotes the
jth derived subgroup of G, (see the next section for details). In particular,
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if G=Gal(k2k), then the commutator subgroup G$=Gal(k2k1)&Cl2(k1)
and GG$&Gal(k1k)&Cl2(k).
Now, if Cl2(k) is nontrivial and cyclic, then the 2-class field tower always
is of length 1. Furthermore, if Cl2(k)& (2, 2), then the 2-class field tower
is of length 1 or 2. For particular types of fields k, for example, imaginary
quadratic fields with Cl2(k)& (2, 2), (cf. [14]), the structure of Gal(k2k)
has been completely determined. The success in this case is in part due to
the fact that, contrary to most other cases, 2-groups whose abelianization
is (2, 2) are well understood; cf., e.g., the footnote on page 85 of [29] and
also see [27].
If one considers the next simplest case, namely where Cl2(k)& (2, 4),
then the situation is very different when compared with the cases described
above, even when k is an imaginary quadratic number field. For example,
if k=Q(- d), where &d=264, 260, 1443, or 25355, then Cl2(k)& (2, 4)
and the length of the 2-class field tower is 1, 2, 2, , respectively; see [16].
At present there is no known way to determine explicitly the length of the
2-class field tower. In particular, (to our knowledge) it is not even known
if there exists such a field with finite 2-tower of length other than 1 and 2.
As implied above, part of the reason for this difficulty is that 2-groups,
G, with GG$& (2, 4) are not well understood. However, it is known that
if GG$& (2, 4), then the 2-rank of G$3, cf. [6]. Moreover, if the 2-rank
of G$2, then G$ is abelian, cf. [5]. Hence, if we let G=Gal(k2k) so that
G$=Gal(k2k1)&Cl2(k1), then the 2-rank of Cl2(k1) equals 0, 1, 2, or 3.
Also, if Cl2(k1) has 2-rank <3, then the 2-class field tower terminates at k2.
In the examples above, where k=Q(- d), the 2-ranks of Cl2(k1) are 0, 1,
2, and 3, respectively. One way of searching for fields with finite 2-class
field tower of length at least 3 is to start by determining the 2-rank of
Cl2(k1).
In this note, we begin this project by determining which imaginary
quadratic fields k have cyclic Cl2(k1). Since it is known precisely when
Gal(k2k) is Abelian or metacyclic (and so of course Cl2(k1) is cyclic;
cf. [19]), we shall concentrate on the nonmetacyclic case.
First we give some background on Schur multipliers and related results
of Scholz and Tate on number knots. Then these results are applied to
show that Cl2(k) has type (2, 2m) if Cl2(k1) is cyclic. Next we use group
theory to describe the Galois groups of k2k of such fields, and finally we
classify the imaginary quadratic number fields with cyclic Cl2(k1).
2. SCHUR MULTIPLIERS
The Schur multiplier of a finite group G is most easily defined as follows
(cf. [30]): A group extension E : 1  A  1  G  1 is called central if
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AZ(1 ); E is called a covering if A1 $. Schur [26] has shown that the
order of the groups A in central coverings is bounded. Moreover, the
groups A in any maximal central covering are mutually isomorphic. The
isomorphism class of A in a maximal central covering is called the Schur
multiplier of G and will be denoted by M(G); the groups 1 are called
covering groups of G.
Schur multipliers occur naturally in class field theory. In fact, let Kk
denote a finite normal extension of number fields. Then the genus class field
Kgen is the maximal unramified extension of K such that Kgen=KF for an
abelian extension Fk. Clearly, Kgen is contained in the central class field
Kcen which is defined as the maximal unramified central extension of K with
respect to k (a tower LKk is called central if the corresponding group
extension 1  Gal(LK)  Gal(Lk)  Gal(Kk)  1 is central). Therefore,
if K is the p-class field of k, then the group extension corresponding to the
tower LKk (where L=K ( p)cen denotes the central p-class field of K, i.e.,
the maximal p-extension contained in Kcen K) is a central covering. In
particular, Gal(LK) is a factor group of M(Gal(Kk)).
The structure of M(G) for abelian groups G has been known since Schur
[26]:
Proposition 1. Let G be an Abelian p-group, and let C( pa) denote a
cyclic group of order pa. Write G=C( pn1)_ } } } _C( pnm) in such a way that
n1n2 } } } nm . Then
M(G)&C( pn2)_C( pn3)2_ } } } _C( pnm)m&1.
In particular, the p-rank of M(G) is ( m2 ).
We shall need the following simple result on Schur multipliers:
Proposition 2. Let G be a finite group with normal subgroup N. Suppose
that G$ & N=1. Then M(GN) is a homomorphic image of M(G).
This follows directly from results of Ganea (Theorem 2.5.6 of [13]) or
Jones (Theorem 2.5.2 of [13]).
3. SCHOLZ’S NUMBER KNOTS
The main references for this section are Jehne [11] and Lorenz [20].
Let k be a number field; embedding k_ into the ide le group Jk gives rise
to the exact sequence
1  k_  Jk  Ck  1,
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where Ck is called the idele class group of k. The kernel of the canonical
map Jk  Ik of the idele group onto the group of fractional ideals is the
unit idele group Uk .
The number knot of a finite normal extension Kk is defined as the factor
group &Kk=k_ & NJKNK_, where N denotes the norm of Kk. For cyclic
extensions Kk, Hasse has shown that &Kk=1, and Scholz introduced
knots in order to study the validity of Hasse’s norm theorem in noncyclic
extensions. Scholz also defined the unit knot |0Kk :=Ek & NUKEk & NK
_
and the divisor knot $0Kk ; if we put $Kk :=Hk & NIKNHK (where IK $HK
denote the groups of fractional and principal fractional ideals, respectively),
then the divisor knot is simply the image of the map &Kk  $Kk .
Scholz proved
Theorem 1. There is an exact sequence (the knot sequence)
1  |0Kk  &Kk  $
0
Kk  1,
and $0Kk &Gal(Kcen Kgen).
The middle term of the exact knot sequence can also be related to the
Schur multiplier M(G) of the Galois group G=Gal(Kk), as the theorem
of Scholz [24, 25] and Tate [28, p. 198] shows:
Theorem 2. Let Kk be a normal extension with Galois group G; for a
prime ideal P in K, let p denote the prime ideal P & k in k. Moreover, let
GP denote the Galois group of the local extension KPkp , where KP and kp
are the completions of K and k at the prime ideals P and p, respectively.
Finally, let A@=Hom(A, QZ) denote the dual of a finite abelian group A.
Then there is an exact sequence ~P M(GP )@  M(G)@  &Kk  1.
Theorem 2 contains Hasse’s norm theorem as a corollary: the Schur
multiplier of cyclic groups is trivial, so we conclude that &Kk=1. A slightly
more general consequence of Theorem 2 is the following
Corollary 1. Let Kk be a finite unramified normal extension with
Galois group G=Gal(Kk); then &Kk &M(G)@.
In fact, if Kk is unramified then so is KPkp ; but unramified extensions
of local fields are cyclic, hence M(GP )=1 for all primes P.
We continue to assume that Kk is unramified; then every unit in Ek is
a local norm, i.e., Ek & NUK=Ek , and we find |0Kk &EkEk & NK
_. Now
Scholz’s knot sequence implies
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Corollary 2. Let Kk be a finite unramified normal extension with
Galois group G=Gal(Kk); then there is an exact sequence of abelian groups
1  EkEk & NK _  M(G)@  Gal(KcenKgen)  1.
For the applications we have in mind we do not need an explicit
description of the maps in this sequence. In fact, all we use is the inequality
rank Gal(KcenKgen)rank M(G)&rank Ek Ek & NK _,
where we have used that A&A@ for finite abelian groups A.
4. THE REDUCTION
Our aim is to show that imaginary quadratic number fields with cyclic
Cl2(k1) must satisfy Cl2(k)(2, 2m).
Proposition 3. If k is an imaginary quadratic number field whose 2-class
group contains a subgroup of type (2, 2, 2), then Cl2(k1) has rank 2.
Proof. Here we only have to observe that G=Gal(k1k) is an Abelian
group with factor group (2, 2, 2); therefore Proposition 2 guarantees that
M(G) has (2, 2, 2)=M(2, 2, 2) as a homomorphic image. Now Corollary 2
shows that there exists an unramifed extension Kk1 of type (2, 2), proving
our claim that Cl2(k1) has rank 2.
Remark. The first author proved a special case of Proposition 3 in [1].
Proposition 4. If k is an imaginary quadratic number field whose 2-class
group contains a subgroup of type (4, 4), then Cl2(k1) has rank 2.
Proof. If Cl2(k) has rank 3 then the claim follows from Proposition 3.
Assume therefore that Cl2(k) has rank 2. Then d=disc k=d1d2d3 is the
product of three prime discriminants, and since Cl2(k) has full 4-rank, we
must have (di pj)=+1 for all i{ j and pj | dj (cf. Re dei and Reichardt
[22] or Kaplan [12]). It was shown in [17] that these conditions imply
the existence of an unramified quaternion extension of k. Its compositum
with the unramified extension of type (4, 4) gives an unramified extension
Kk with H=Gal(Kk)&32.018 (this is the 18th group of order 32 in
[23]); we observe that H has Schur multiplier M(H)& (2, 2, 2) (cf. [23]).
Now consider L=Kk1. L is clearly a normal extension of k; let
G=Gal(Lk) denote its Galois group. Let N denote the normal subgroup
which fixes K; then clearly N & G$=1 since L is the compositum of the
fixed fields of N and G$. Applying Proposition 2 we find that M(G) has
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M(GN)=M(H) as a homomorphic image, and in particular we see that
M(G) has 2-rank 3. Now Corollary 2 guarantees the existence of an
unramified extension ML with a Galois group whose rank is rank
M(G)&rank(EkEk & NLK L_)2 (note that Ek is cyclic). Thus we
conclude that the 2-class group of L is not cyclic. But this implies of course
that the 2-class group of its subfield k1 is not cyclic, and this was what we
wanted to prove.
Taking both propositions together we find
Corollary 3. An imaginary quadratic number field with cyclic Cl2(k1)
must satisfy Cl2(k)(2, 2m).
Remark. The first author has shown that if Cl2(k)&(4, 4), then h2(k1)8;
see [2].
5. RESULTS IN GROUP THEORY
Let G be a group. If x, y # G, then we let [x, y]=x&1y&1xy denote the
commutator of x and y. If A and B are nonempty subsets of G, then [A, B]
shall denote the subgroup of G generated by the set [[a, b]: a # A, b # B].
The lower central series [Gj] of G is defined inductively by G1=G and
Gj+1=[G, Gj] for j1. The derived series [G(n)] is defined inductively by
G(0)=G and G(n+1)=[G(n), G(n)] for n0. Note that G(1)=G2=[G, G],
the commutator subgroup, G$, of G.
We now let G be a (finite) 2-group such that Gab=GG$& (2, 2m) with
m>1 and G nonmetacyclic, i.e., there exists no normal cyclic subgroup N
of G such that GN is cyclic. Since Gab has two generators, so does G by
the Burnside Basis Theorem. In addition, since G is nonmetacyclic, we have
that there exist a, b # G such that
a2#b2 m#[a, b]2#1 mod G0 ,
where G0 is the unique maximal subgroup of G$ normal in G; see [6] for
the details. But in the present situation, we claim that G0=G3 . For G$=
([a, b], G3) (see [9]) and, moreover,
1#[a2, b]=a&1[a, b] a[a, b]#[a, b]2 mod G3
(since G2 G3 Z(GG3), the center of GG3 ; see [9]). This establishes the
claim.
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Lemma 1. Let G be a nonmetacyclic, metabelian (i.e., G$ Abelian) 2-group
such that Gab& (2, 2m). Let G=(a, b) with a2#b2 m#c2#1 mod G3 where
c=[a, b]. Finally, let c2=c and cj+1=[b, cj] for j>1. Then
(a) [b, c2kj ]=c
2k
j+1 , for j2, k0,
(b) [a, c2kj ]#c
2k+1
j mod Gk+ j+2 , for j2, k0.
Proof. (a) If k=0, then the result is obvious from the definition of cj .
Assume that [b, c2kj ]=c
2k+1
j+1 . Then [b, c
2k+1
j ]=[b, (c
2k
j )
2]=[b, c2 kj ]
2, since
G$ is abelian, and thus [b, c2kj ]
2=c2k+1j+1 .
(b) We use induction on k. For k=0, we claim [a, cj]#c2j mod Gj+2
for all j2. Let j=2. Then since a2#1 mod G3 , we have
1#[a2, b]#a&1c2ac2 #c2[c2 , a] c2 mod G4 .
Hence [a, c2]#c22 mod G4 . Now suppose the claim is true for j, i.e., [a, cj]
=c2j #j+2 for some #j+2 # Gj+2 . We want to show that [a, cj+1]#
c2j+1 mod Gj+3. First note that G
2
2 G3 and thus by [10, p. 266], for
example, G2l Gl+1 for all l2. In particular, [a, cj+1]#[cj+1, a] mod Gj+3,
since [a, cj+1] # Gj+2. By the Witt identity (cf., e.g., [6]) [[b, cj], a]#
[[cj , a], b] mod Gj+3 . Hence, by the induction assumption,
[[cj , a], b]=[c&2j #
&1
j+2 , b]=[c
&2
j , b][#
&1
j+2 , b]
#[cj , b]&2#[b, cj]2=c2j+1 mod Gj+3 .
This establishes (b) when k=0. Now suppose the result is true for k, i.e.,
[a, c2kj ]=c
2k+1
j #k+ j+2 for some #k+ j+2 # Gk+ j+2. We need to show that
[a, c2k+1j ]#c2
k+2
j mod Gk+ j+3. To this end,
[a, c2k+1j ]=[a, (c
2k
j )
2]=[a, c2kj ]
2=c2k+2j #
2
k+ j+2 #c
2k+2
j mod Gk+ j+3.
This establishes part (b) and thus the lemma.
Lemma 2. Assume all the hypotheses in Lemma 1. Then for all j2,
Gj=(c2
j&2
2 , c
2 j&3
3 , ..., c
2
j&1 , cj , cj+1 , ...).
Proof. We first claim that for all j2,
Gj=(c2
j&2
2 , ..., c
2
j&1 , cj , Gj+1).
We prove this by induction on j. For j=2, the claim is obvious since
G2=(c2 , G3) for G=(a, b) (cf. [9]). Assume the claim is true for j, i.e.,
Gj=(c2
j&2
2 , ..., cj , Gj+1) .
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Then again by [9], we have
Gj+1=([a, c2
j&2
2 ], ..., [a, cj], [b, c
2 j&2
2 ], ..., [b, cj], Gj+2).
By Lemma 1,
[a, cj]#c2j , [a, c
2
j&1]#c
4
j&1 , ..., [a, c
2 j&2
2 ]#c
2 j&1
2 mod Gj+2 ,
and 6
[b, cj]=cj+1 , [b, c2j&1]=c
2
j , ..., [b, c
2 j&2
2 ]=c
2 j&2
3 .
This establishes the claim. But, since G is nilpotent, there exists a j such
that Gj+1=(1). From this, the lemma follows immediately.
Proposition 5. Let G be a nonmetacyclic 2-group with Gab& (2, 2m),
m>1. Let H and K be the two maximal subgroups of G such that HG$,
KG$ are cyclic. Then
G$ is cyclic and nonelementary
if, and only if,
(G$ : H$)=2 and (G$ : K$)>2 (without loss of generality).
Proof. Assume the notation of the previous lemmas. Then, without loss
of generality, let H=(b, G$) and K=(ab, G$).
Suppose G$ is cyclic and nonelementary. Hence G$=(c); but then G3=
([ab, c], [b, c])=(c2). Without loss of generality, assume G3=([b, c])
=(c3) . Now H$=([b, c])=(c3) and thus (G$ : H$)=2. We now show
that (G$ : K$)>2. First note that since G$ is not elementary, c2{1. We
shall show that K$G4 from which the result follows since (G$ : G4)=4.
Without loss of generality, assume G4=(1). We show K$=(1). Since G4=
(1) and G3=(c3)=(c2) , c3=c2. Now K$=([ab, c]) and
[ab, c]=b&1[a, c] bc3=[a, c] c3 ,
since G4=(1) implies that G3 Z(G), the center of G. But [a, c]=
c2[b, a2]=c2 because a2 # G3 . Hence, [ab, c]=[a, c] c3=c4=1, as desired.
Conversely, suppose (G$ : H$)=2 and (G$ : K$)>2. First, assume that G
is metabelian. Since (G$ : H$)=2, we see H$=G3 . Furthermore, since
H$=(c3 , c4 , ...) and by Lemma 2, G3=(c22 , c3 , c4 , ...), we have c
2
2 #
(c3 , c4 , ...). From this, we claim that c2
k
j # (cj+k , cj+k+1 , ...). We use
induction on k. Let k=1. Then if j=2, the result follows from the above.
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Assume c2j # (cj+1 , cj+2, ...). Hence c
2
j =c
m
j+1c
n
j+2 } } } from which c
2
j+1=
[b, c2j ]=[b, c
m
j+1][b, c
n
j+2] } } } =c
m
j+2c
n
j+3 } } } # (cj+2 , cj+3 , } } } ) . Now
assume the claim for k, i.e., c2kj =c
m
j+kc
n
j+k+1 } } } ; then c
2 k+1
j =(c
2k
j )
2=
(c2j+k)
m (c2j+k+1)
n } } } # (cj+k+1 , cj+k+2 , } } } ). Hence the claim is estab-
lished. From this claim and Lemma 2, we obtain
Gj=(cj , cj+1 , ...) .
Note then that (Gj : Gj+1)=2 for j2. Next we claim that K$G4 . First
note that since K d G, K$ d G. Suppose K$3 G4 . Then K$G4 $G3 . Then
by [9, Theorem 2.49ii] we see that K$$G3 , which implies that (G$ : K$)
(G$ : G3)=2, contrary to the assumption that (G$ : K$)>2. The claim now
follows. Now K$=([ab, c2], [ab, c3], ...)G4 . Note that (as above)
1#[ab, c2]=b&1[a, c2] bc3 #[a, c2] c3 mod G4 .
This implies that [a, c2]#c3 mod G4 . On the other hand,
1#[a2, b]=a&1c2ac2=c2[c2 , a] c2 mod G4 ,
and this implies [a, c2]#c22 mod G4 . Therefore, c3 #c
2
2 mod G4 . In
particular, c22 1 mod G4 since otherwise G3=G4 , which contradicts the
assumption that (G$ : K$)>2. Thus, G$ is not elementary. We next claim
that [a, c2k2 ]#c
2k+1
2 mod Gk+4 and that [b, c
2k
2 ]#c
2k+1
2 mod Gk+4 . For
k=0, then [a, c2 ]#c22 mod G4 and c3=[b, c2]#c
2
2 mod G4 from above.
Assume the claim is true for k. Then [a, c2k2 ]=c
2k+1
2 #k+4 and [b, c
2 k
2 ]=
c2k+12 $k+4 , for some #k+4 , $k+4 # Gk+4 . Then [a, c
2k+1
2 ]=c
2k+2
2 #
2
k+4 #
c2k+22 mod Gk+5 and similarly [b, c
2k+1
2 ]#c
2k+2
2 mod Gk+5. This establishes
the claim. From this it follows that Gj=(c2
j&2
2 , Gj+1). As usual we use
induction. It is obviously true for j=2. Suppose it is true for j. Then Gj+1
=([a, c2 j&22 ], [b, c
2 j&2
2 ], Gj+2)=(c
2 j&1
2 , Gj+2) by the above claim. Since
for some j, Gj=(1), it follows that G2=(c2) . Thus the proposition is
established for G metabelian. The general case follows from the above
argument applied to Gab which shows that G$G" is cyclic and nonelementary.
But then the Burnside Basis Theorem implies that G$ itself is cyclic and
nonelementary. Thus the proposition has been proved.
In the following proposition we show that under certain circumstances
the subgroup K above is Abelian.
Proposition 6. Let G be a nonmetacyclic 2-group with Gab& (2, 2m),
m>1, and such that G$ is cyclic and nonelementary. Let K be the maximal
subgroup of G such that (G$ : K$)>2, as in the previous proposition. Finally,
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assume that the kernel of the transfer map V : Gab  Kab has order 2. Then
K is Abelian.
Proof. We assume all the previous notation. Then G2=(c2) and, more
generally, Gj=(c2
j&2
2 ) , for j=2, 3, ... We have H=(b, c2) and H$=(c3)
=G3 , since (G$ : H$)=2. From this it follows that c3 #c22 mod G4 .
Furthermore, K=(ab, c2) and K$=([ab, c2]). Let K$=Gs=(c2
s&2
2 );
then s4, since (G$ : K$)>2. We need to show that K$=(1), i.e., c2 s&22 =1.
Let g = gG$ for any g # G. Since a, b  K, then the transfer map is given by
V(a )=a2K$, V(b )=b2K$; see [21] for information on transfer maps.
Moreover, since (G : K)=2, the exponent of the kernel of V is equal to 2;
and hence ker V/[1 , a , b 2 m&1, a b 2m&1].
Case 1. Suppose a  ker V. Then a2  K$. However, since a2 # G$,
a4 # K$. This all implies that a2=c2 s&32 #s for some #s # Gs . Then
1=[a, a2]=[a, c2 s&32 #s]=[a, c2]
2 s&3 [a, #s].
Thus, since [a, c2]#c22 mod G4 , 1#c
2 s&2
2 mod Gs+1. This implies that
Gs=Gs+1 and so K$=Gs=(1).
Case 2. Suppose a # ker V. Then b 2m&1  ker V. But then b2 m  K$,
whereas (as above) b2 m+1 # K$. Thus b2m=c2 s&32 #s for some #s # Gs and so
1=[b, b2 m]=[b, c2]2
s&3
[b, #s]#c2
s&2
2 mod Gs+1,
since from above [b, c2]=c3 #c22 mod G4 . Therefore, Gs is trivial as
above. This establishes the proposition.
In the next proposition we determine the structure of the group G in
Proposition 6, as well as some of its subgroups and their abelianizations.
First we isolate some lemmas which will be used in the proof of the
proposition. We assume all the notation above.
Lemma 3. Suppose [a, b]=c, [a, c]=c2, [ab, c]=1; then [b, c]=c2.
Proof. By the assumptions, a&1c&1a=c, (ab)&1 c&1ab=c&1, and thus
c&1=b&1a&1c&1ab=b&1cb=c[b, c]&1. This implies that [b, c]=c2.
Lemma 4. Assume the hypothesis of the previous lemma. Then
(ab)2 l=a2 lb2 lc2 l & 1, l1.
Proof. This follows by straightforward induction on l once we observe
that c\1b=bc1 by Lemma 3.
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Lemma 5. Assume the hypothesis of the previous lemma; then
ablcs=blc&sa, if l is even, ablcs=blc&1&sa, if l is odd ;
ba jcs=a jc&sb, if j is even, ba jcs=a jc1&sb, if j is odd.
The proof follows easily by induction on l and j.
We now define two groups 1jm, t ( j=1, 2) by their presentations
1 1m, t=(a, b : a
4=b2m=1, c=[a, b], a2=c2 t&1,
[a, c]=c2, [ab, c]=1) ,
1 2m, t=(a, b : a
4=1, c=[a, b], a2=b2m=c2 t&1,
[a, c]=c2, [ab, c]=1).
Proposition 7. Let G be as in Proposition 6. Assume *(G$)=2t (and
thus t2). Then G has the following presentations depending on the make up
of ker V:
Case i. ker V=(b 2m&1) . Then G&11m, t .
Case ii. ker V=(a b 2 m&1). Then G&12m, t .
Moreover, depending on the case given above the structures of certain
subgroups are given in the following table:
Subgroup & (i) (ii)
Z(G)=(b2, c2 t&1) (2m&1, 2) (2m)
J=(b2, c) (2m&1, 2t) (2m&|, 2t&1+|)
K=(ab, c) (2m&|, 2t+|) (2m&=, 2t+=)
H=(b, c) (2t)_s (2m) (2t)_p (2m+1)
M=(a, b2, c) H2 t+1 _(2m&1) H2 t+1 _s, p (2m&|)
In this table,
==1 if t>m,
{|=1|=0
if tm,
if t<m ; = , and {==0 if t=m,===&1 if t<m.
Hl denotes the quaternion group of order l.
Also _s denotes a semidirect product with the normal subgroup given
on the left (as usual); _p represents a partial direct or semidirect product.
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Finally, _s, p means _s if mt; and _p if m>t. (See the proof below for
more details.) We also note that Hab & (2, 2m) and Mab& (2, 2, 2m&1).
Proof. First of all, we verify the presentations of G. Consider Case i.
Then, as in the proof of Proposition 6, a2=c2 t&1 and b2m=1. Moreover, by
definition, [a, b]=c; by Proposition 6, [ab, c]=1 since K$ is trivial.
Finally, as in the proof of Lemma 1, since a2 # Z(G) we have [a, c]=c2.
This establishes the presentation of G in this first case. The other case
follows in the same way. Furthermore, note that if ker V=(a ) , then by
using the presentation (ab2 m&1, b) for G, we are reduced to Case ii.
Next, we claim that Z(G)=(b2, c2 t&1). It is trivial to see that Z(G)$
(b2, c2 t&1). On the other hand, suppose z # Z(G). Then z=a jblcs for some
nonnegative integers j, l, s. If l is odd, then by Lemma 5 za=az=
a jblc&1&sa, which implies c has odd order, a contradiction. A similar argument
shows that j cannot be odd. Then z # (b2, c2 t&1) since a2 # (c2 t&1). It is
also easy to see that Z(G)& (2m&1, 2) in Case i, but Z(G)& (2m) in the
other case.
Now consider J=(b2, c) , which is Abelian since b2 # Z(G). In Case i we
see that J& (2m&1, 2t). In the remaining case we have two possibilities: if
tm, then J& (b2c2 t&m)_(c) & (2m&1, 2t); if t<m, then J&(b2)_
(cb2m&t+1) & (2m, 2t&1).
Consider K=(ab, c). Then, as already seen, K$=(1). In Case i,
suppose first that m>t; then K&(ab)_(c) & (2m, 2t). But if mt, then
K&(ab)_(b2c2 t&m+1) & (2t+1, 2m&1). In Case ii we proceed in a similar
way. If m>t, then K&(ab)_(cb2m&t+1) & (2m+1, 2t&1). If m=t the
K&(ab)_(c) & (2m, 2t). Finally, if m<t, then K&(ab)_(b2c2 t&m) &
(2t+1, 2m&1).
Next consider H=(b, c). Then H$=(c2) and thus H ab& (2m, 2). In
the first case, H&(c)_s (b) & (2t)_s (2m) and the action of b on c is
given by inversion; namely, b&1cb=c&1. In the other case, H&(c)_p
(b) , the partial semidirect product of the two subgroups, the intersection
of (c) and (b) is (c2 t&1) and the action of b on c is again given by inversion.
Finally, consider M=(a, b2, c). Then M$=(c2) and thus Mab &
(2, 2m&1, 2). In Case i, M&(a, c)_(b2) &H2 t+1 _(2m&1). In Case ii, we
have two possibilities. If mt, then M&(a, c)_s (b2c2
t&m) &H2 t+1 _s
(2m&1), a semidirect product; if m>t, then M&(a, c)_p (b2) &
H2 t+1 _p (2m).
All this establishes the proposition.
The following diagrams give the subgroups of G containing (c) (these
are the groups fixing the subfields L of k1k) as well as their abelianization
type, which are isomorphic to the 2-class groups of these fields L.
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The situation in Case ii is similar: the diagrams of subgroups are the
same, and the abelianization types can differ only for the chain of sub-
groups (ab, c) /(b2, c)/ } } } /(c) . The abelianization type for (ab, c)
is given in Proposition 7; for the other groups we have
(b2 j, c) ab &{(2
m& j+1, 2t&1)
(2m& j, 2t)
if jm&t+1
if jm&t+1
.
Remark. In [4] we proved that the 2-class field tower of a number field
k is Abelian if Cl2(k) has rank 2 and if there exists a quadratic unramified
extension Kk such that h2(K)= 12 h2(k). The diagram shows (consider the
fixed fields of (a, b2, c) and (ab2, c) ) that this fails to hold if rank Cl2(k)3,
even if the 2-class number and the 2-rank become smaller.
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6. THE 2-CLASS FIELD TOWER
Armed with the propositions in the previous section, we come to the
main result of this note. We determine those imaginary quadratic fields k
such that Cl2(k1) is cyclic. We start by translating Proposition 5 into the
field theoretical language:
Proposition 8. Let k be a number field such that Cl2(k)& (2, 2m), and
assume that Gal(k2k) is nonmetacyclic. Let K1 and K2 be the two quadratic
unramified extensions of k such that NKik Cl2(Ki) is cyclic. Then Cl2(k
1) is
cyclic and nonelementary if and only if h2(K1)=h2(k) and h2(K2)>h2(k) (or
vice versa).
Now we claim
Theorem 3. Let k be an imaginary quadratic number field with discrimi-
nant dk . Let G=Gal(k2k) (recall then that G$&Cl2(k1) and GG$&Cl2(k)).
Then G is nonmetacyclic and G$ is cyclic if, and only if, dk=d1d2d3 where
dj are prime discriminants satisfying
(i) d1<0, d2>0, d3>0;
(ii) (d3 p1)=(d3d2)=&(d2 p1)=1, where p1 is the prime dividing
d1 ;
(iii) (d3 d2)4 (d2 d3)4=&1.
Moreover, G=1 1m, t if d1=&4, and G=1
2
m, t if d1 { &4.
Proof. Suppose G is nonmetacyclic and G$ is cyclic; then Gab& (2, 2m)
for some m>1 (use Corollary 3 and the fact that m=1 only occurs for
dihedral, semidihedral, or quaternionic 2-groups, all of which are meta-
cyclic). Then (i) and (ii) follow from the tables and Lemma 4 of [3].
Moreover, by [3] N(=d2d3)=1, where =d2d3 denotes a fundamental unit of
Q(- d2d3 ) and N the norm from Q(- d2d3 ) to Q. Now consider
Kj=k(- dj ) for j=1, 2, 3. Let Hj=Gal(k2Kj) for j=1, 2, 3. Then HjG$ is
cyclic for j=1, 2, whereas H3 G$ is not; cf. [3]. Let h2(m) denote the
2-class number of the quadratic number field Q(- m); then the 2-class
numbers of K1 and K2 are given by
h2(K1)= 12q(K1) h2(d2 d3) h2(d1) h2(k),
h2(K2)= 12q(K2) h2(d2) h2(d1d3) h2(k),
where q(Kj) denotes the unit index of Kj Q; see [15] for details. But then
h2(K1)=2mh2(d2 d3) and h2(K2)=2mh2(d1d3), since, for example, by [18,
Example 4, p. 352], q(Kj)=1, and also h2(d1)=h2(d2)=1. Thus h2(d2d3)
=(G$ : H$1) and h2(d1d3)=(G$ : H$2). By Proposition 8, we have h2(d2d3)=2
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TABLE I
Group Presentation Order
Dm (a, b : am=b2=1, [a, b]=a&2) 2m
H4m (a, b : am=b2=&1, [a, b]=a&2) 4m
SD4m (a, b : a2m=b2&1, [a, b]=am&2) 4m
M4m (a, b : am=b2=&1, [a, b]=&1) 4m
MC&m (a, b : b
2 m+1=1, a4=b2
m
, a&1ba&b&1) 2m+3
MC+m, t (a, b : a
2 t+1=b2
m
=1, b&1ab=a&1) 2m+t+1
1 1m, t (a, b : a
4=b2
m
=1, c=[a, b], a2=c2
t & 1
, [a, c]=c2, [ab, c]=1) 2m+t+1
1 2m, t (a, b : a
4=b2
m+1
=1, c=[a, b], a2=b2
m
=c2
t & 1
, [a, c]=c2, [ab, c]=1) 2m+t+1
or h2(d1 d3)=2. Since 4 | h2(d1d3) (cf. [12]), we conclude that h2(d2 d3)=2.
But then (iii) follows since h2(d2 d3)=2 and N(=d2d3)=1 is equivalent to
(d2 d3)4 (d3 d2)4=&1; see, for example, [12].
The converse follows immediately from Proposition 8, since GG& (2, 2m),
m>1, and G is nonmetacyclic satisfying the conditions of the proposition
(see [3]). This establishes the first part of the theorem.
In order to prove the presentation of G we observe that we are in
Case (i) of Proposition 7 if and only if the nontrivial ideal class capitulat-
ing in K2 k is a square. Now c=[(d2 , - dk)] becomes principal in K2 , and
c is a square in Cl2(k) if and only if the prime d2 splits completely in kgen k;
TABLE II
Disc k Conditions G
d d<0 prime 1
dd $ d<0, d $>0 prime, (2m) 2m=h2(k)
dd $d" d, d $, d"<0 prime (2, 2m) 2m=h2(k)2
&rpp$ (pp$)=(rp)=(rp$)= &1 H8
&rpp$ (pp$)=1, (rp)=(rp$)=&1 Dm , m=2h2(pp$)
N=pp$= +1 m4
&rpp$ (pp$)=1, (rp)=(rp$)=&1 Hm , m=4h2(pp$)
N=pp$= &1 m16
&rpp$ (rp)= +1, (pp$)=(rp$)=&1 m=4h2(&rp)
&4pp$ (pp$)= &1, p#1, p$=5 mod 8 SDm m=4h2(&4p)
&4pp$ p#p$#5 mod 8, (pp$)=&1 M4m m=h2(k)2
&4pp$ p#p$#5 mod 8, (pp$)=+1 MC&m 2
m=h2(pp$)
N=pp$= &1
&4pp$ p#p$#5 mod 8, (pp$)=+1, MC+m, t 2m=h2(k)2
N=pp$= +1 2t=h2(pp$)
&4pp$ p#1, p$#5 mod 8 1 1m, t 2
m=h2(k)2
(pp$)= +1, (pp$)4 (p$p)4= &1 2t=h2(&4p)
&rpp$ (pp$)=(rp)=1, 1 2m, t 2
m=h2(k)2
(rp$)=(pp$)4 (p$p)4=&1 2t=h2(&rp)
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i.e., if and only if (d1d2)=(d3 d2)=+1. Since (d2 p1)=&1, the first
condition holds if and only if d1=&4, whereas the second condition is part
of our assumptions.
Finally, we summarize our knowledge on the Galois groups of 2-class
field towers of imaginary quadratic number fields in Table II below. It con-
tains results of Furtwa ngler [7], Kisilevsky [14], and the authors [3, 19].
The groups occurring in Table II have the presentations given in Table I
(&1 always denotes a central involution, i.e., an element of order 2 con-
tained in the center of the group).
In Table II, p and p$ represent positive prime discriminants, whereas r
denotes a negative prime discriminant {&4. Moreover, d<0 prime stands
for d being a negative prime discriminant, and all factors (e.g., in &rpp$)
are assumed to be relatively prime.
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